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Visa Application (if applicable) 

F1 Student Visa. 

Please indicate any tips or advice you have for 
prospective students in terms of the application process at AGSM.  
Identify the school, courses and how it fits your career prospects and create a pitch catering to that. 

Enrolment/Registration Procedure at host university 
Excellent and easy. In fact, priority given to exchange students. 

Workload and style of teaching/methods of assessments 
For an exchange student, it is very flexible as we only do half the number of subjects than full time 
students. So the stress is much less. The style of teaching is almost the same as AGSM however the 
course slides are more precise. 

Course size, peers and learning environment 
The cohort is 300 strong. Classes are very diverse. Students are very welcoming. 
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Campus life (i.e. clubs, societies, facilities) 
Kenan-Flagler has numerous societies and hosts several events. There are almost 2 events per week 
providing the opportunity to network better. The on campus accommodation is huge and 
significantly cheaper than Sydney. 

 

Regional life (e.g. people, shopping, work, travel sights, transport) 
North Carolina, being on the east coast and more mid than South, it is easy to get around places. The 
RDU airport is also an international airports but only servicing few international destinations. Return 
flights to New York are some times available for $125. Huge outlet store within 30 minutes drive 
selling most designer brands. There isn't much of a scope to work as it's a student centric town and 
most places are already at full vacancy. Public transport is free for the entire population of the town. 

 

Accommodation (What type? Cost? Inclusive, support from host school, sourced separately...?) 
2 bedroom apartment at $590 per person per month which is inclusive of all bills. They are semi-
furnished. 

 

Accommodation tips for future AGSM students going to your host university/region 
Try to get on-campus accommodation. Closer to school and also come with all utilities. Living off 
campus means relying on public transportation. Although free, the frequency and routes are not the 
best. 

 

Relative costs of food, travel, entertainment etc (Please comment on each) 
Food- $200 per month.  
Entertainment- $200 per month. 

 

Any financial tips for future AGSM students? 
All the exchange students found it very cheap that they could manage from their savings. 

 

Biggest cultural differences 
N/A 

 

How did you adjust to these differences? 
N/A 

 

Highlights of your exchange experience 
We would like to use this feedback for our website and we also appreciate any photos you can 
send to mbaexchange@agsm.edu.au 
The university really pampers the exchange students. They have an exclusive team set up for us. We 
have a single point of contact for all our needs. Since even the exchange students are given alumni 
status, they treat us as one of their own. There is also an exclusive dinner hosted by the dean for the 
exchange students. They also host Career Management Workshops for exchange students. The 
entire experience of being an exchange student at UNC Kenan-Flagler, as compared to other 
exchange schools in US from what I have heard, is unparalleled. The main highlight was UNC winning 
the NCAA College Basketball (March Madness) after 8 years. It was an incredible moment and one of 
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the greatest experiences of my life to be in Chapel Hill during that time. The entire city got out on 
the streets, around 20,000 people. And then of course, there's Michael Jordan, the legendary 
basketball player who started his career as a Tar Heel (what UNC students are called). I was lucky 
enough to be at one match he decided to surprise everyone. 

Challenges (throughout process or on the course/at the school) 
N/A 

Cultural 'musts' for future outgoing students to your host university 
Prepare for some southern hospitality. They expect you to be just as nice. 

Based on your original application, please outline how your exchange experience has helped you 
further develop the element of leadership aptitude that you chose and if it has helped you to 
become a more cosmopolitan leader. 
Everybody comes from different backgrounds in terms of their career. I have a keen interest in real 
estate and those were the subjects I took. The school is gave me an opportunity to lead seminars in 
class on my expertise. With students coming from differ 

Advice or tips for students considering this course and general comments 
Chapel Hill may not be one of the top choices for students but it is definitely worth doing some 
research before you decide your options. I would put this as one of my two options. The entire 
experience at UNC is very unlike other schools in US. From a career perspective, you are able to build 
networks, given alumni status so you can contact alumnis and the opportunity to study under world 
class professors. As I said earlier, they really pamper the exchange students with all the facilities 
provided to them. 

Q7 – Topics 




